in the category of pairs. 7 is a weak homotopy equivalence of fibres (WHEF) if, for each x e P f , the induced map
is a weak homotopy equivalence. We shall prove the following theorem. In most of the constructions of quasiίibrations in the papers cited the situation is or is equivalent to the special case of 0.2 in which t is a trivial ίibration.
THEOREM 0.2. If f is a closed cofibration, if t is a fibration, if p is the pull-back of t over /', if q is a quasifibration and if Ύ is a WHEF then r is a quasifibration.
That 0.2 does not remain valid if "quasifibration" is replaced by "Hurewicz fibration" can be seen from the example suggested by the diagram. Γ P FIGURE 1 Let 1 P :P ->P denote the identity pair. Replacing p by 1 P and t by l τ we shall obtain the following analogue of 0.2 for weak homotopy equivalences. We shall denote the equivalence class of ye TVQ by {y}. Let~ί 0 , ί x : P -> P x I be the maps given by
We recall that the mapping cylinder of / is the space Z f = R(f, i^. The projection of P x I on to P induces a retraction b:Z f ->T and if we set i = f i Qf we have b i = f and δ i x = 1 Γ . The space Z(/, #) = j?(i, #) has been called [10] the mapping cylinder of the cotriad
)-*R and we have:
Proof. If / is a cofibration then (1 P , b):i->f is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. A proof for the reduced case but equally valid in our situation is given in [4; pp. 17, 18] . Then 1.2 is a consequence of the following lemma, the proof of which being straightforward is omitted. Let (t, p, q): (TfPgQ) -+ (T'f'P'g'Q') be a cotriad map. Then there is an induced map r:R(f,g) and we remark that r completes diagram 0.1. We have LEMMA 1.3. If (t, p, q The proof of the first assertion of 1.5 will also be omitted since it is equivalent to a special case of [10; 4.6] , the proof of the dual [10; 2.6] having been given in full. The first assertion combined with 1.2 yields the second assertion.
Similarly the pair map (p,t):f-+f induces a diagram
We have LEMMA Since /', being a cofibration, is injective [16] , there is a push-out diagram
If t is a fibration f if f is a cofibration, if p is the pull-back of t over f and if Ί is a WHEF then χ is a WHEF.

Proof of
Then /" is actually an equivalence: it is injective since / is injective, and surjective since P is a pull-back. It follows that h is an equiva-
which is a weak homotopy equivalence. Similarly if s = 1 then k" is an equivalence. Hence % is a WHEF. 
) e i(A) (xeU,ae i(A), t e I);
(ii) a map u: X-+ I such that i(A) = w^O) and ux = 1 for all xeX-U.
If U, H and u exist and satisfy the further conditions U=u~1([0,1)), H(U x /) S U then i is a proper cofibration. If f:P-+T
is any map, we remark that the associated map i: P -> Z f is a proper cofibration, for we may set u{x, t} = t, u{y} = 1, H({x, t}, s) = {x, ts} (x e P, yeT,8,teI Proof. Let H and u represent / as a proper cofibration and let ΰ: R -> I be such that
ΰ{x} = ux (x e T), ΰ{y} = 0 (y e Q) .
Then ΰ is well-defined and continuous and if we let £7 = ir^flO, 1)) and let H: U x I->R be such that !?({&}, s) = {£Γ(a?, s)}, iϊ(M, s) = {3/}(aj e U,yeQ, se I) , then 5 and ?Z represent /as a proper cofibration. We remark further that there is a commutative diagram:
C/ x / -> R Now let φ = (/, /') = p -• t be a pair map. φ is a proper cofibration if if and % (resp. if' and v!) represent / (resp. /') as a proper cofibration and are such that the following diagram is commutative.
Ux I-(2.4)
Thus the map (f,f)ιg->g in the situation of lemma 2.2 yields an example of proper cofibration. It is easy to check that another example is the pair map c: p->z in diagram 1.6. If φ is a proper cofibration note that, since f(P) = ur^O) and f\P') = u f~ι φ), it is necessarily the case that f(P) is saturated with respect to t. One may also prove that z is equivalent to a retract of t x 1 7 , from which it follows that φ is a cofibre map in the sense of Eckmann-Hilton [4; P 74], As we shall not rely on these facts the details are omitted. We shall however require the following pair analogue of 2.2 concerning the push-out diagram Proof. Let if, H\ u, u f represent φ as a proper cofibration, let H and ΰ be defined as in the proof 2.2 and let H r and ff be given by analogous formulae. Then in view of 2.2 it is only necessary to check the commutativity of
However this follows easily from the commutativity of diagram 2.4 and the relevant definitions.
Our chief reason for introducing the concept of proper cofibration is the following lemma. LEMMA 
If t is a fibration, if q is a quasifibration, if φ:
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p->tisa proper cofibration, if φ is a WHEF and if Ύ is a WHEF then r is a quasifibration.
Proof. Since φ is a proper cofibration, / and /' are cofibrations and hence injective maps. Moreover f(Q) is saturated with respect to r and since q is a quasifibration it follows that f'(Q') -ΰ'~ι{ϋ) = B' (say) is distinguished in the sense of Dold-Thom [3] . We claim that U' is also distinguished, for Hand H' define homotopies But t is a fibration, hence k u : π { (F(t, y) ^ π^Fit, y')), by [12; 2.8.13] .
Since g" is a homeomorphism it will be sufficient to prove g*:
, there exists %' e P' such that f'x r = i/ f and hence we have an induced diagram
I
Since / is injective and f(Q) is saturated with respect to r, f\F (q, g'x' ) is a homeomorphism and the remaining arrows induce homotopy isomorphisms since 7 and φ are both WHEF. To complete the proof We may also complete the proof of 0.2, for it follows from 2.7 that r z is a quasifibration. By 1.2, k and k r are homotopy equivalences and, by 1.7, χ is a WHEF. A standard argument using the 5-lemma now shows that r is a quasifibration.
Michael McCord has shown [7] that many of the proofs of [3] can be modified so as to apply to weak homotopy equivalences. ', d,x) . Since three of the arrows are isomorphisms, the fourth is also.
A weak homotopy equivalence analogue of 2.7 is as follows. Proof, φ is certainly a proper cofibration. As in the proof of 2.7, but this time using 2.9, we may show that U f is distinguished. Again as in the proof of 2.7, R' -B r and U' Π {R r -B') are distinguished. Thus 2.10 follows from [7; Th. 6] .
Proof of 0.3. 2.10 implies that r z is a weak homotopy equivalence. Thus 0.3 follows by two applications of 1.2.
